Golfers Overcome Tufts Team After Losing 4 Straight

After losing four straight matches, the Engineers golf team got back into winning ways on Wednesday afternoon, beating Tufts 6-3. Jim Fuller, Neil Morrison and Bill Hewitt took their matches while Tim Chalmers and Homer Fisher settled for ties in their 18-hole competition. Fuller won 1 up, and Morrison 2 up, while Hewitt took his match 5 and 3.

The combination of Puller and Chalmers and Hewitt and Morrison accounted for two points in the best-ball competition.

The frosh golfers absorbed their fourth straight loss, losing to Tufts 6-9, on Wednesday. Tim Cenier and Bruce Wallace and the combination of Conley and Gary McCarney accounted for the Engineer points.

Heavy Crews Compete in EARC Sprint Regatta at Syracuse Tomorrow

Freshmen Seeded 2nd; 130s Row at Princeton

Lake Onondaga at Syracuse University will be the scene of the 1949 Eastern Association of Rowing Colleges Sprint Championships Regatta to be held tomorrow afternoon. Eleven schools will vie for honors in the most important Regatta of the rowing season, which Eastern colleges, save the Poughkeepsie race held late in June. Last year the E.A.R.C. meet was held on the Charles with Harvard capturing the Varsity competition and Yale taking both jayvee and frosh titles. The experts seem to think that Harvard is going to make a clean sweep of the races at Syracuse tomorrow, as they have done on the Charles in the last three weekends, and have seeded the Crimson oarsmen second behind Harvard.

Season's Record

The Tech varsity oarsmen have beaten Columbia, Rensselaer, and B.U. last year losing to Harvard, Penn, Navy, and Princeton in competition this far this year. The three other crews to be represented (Yale, Cornell and Syracuse) have not rowed against Tech as yet this year but off comparative records, the Engineers figure to be better than Cornell behind Harvard.

The J.V.s are entered in a rough heat in their trial race with opposition including Yale, Harvard and Cornell. The J.V.s are seeded second behind Yale tomorrow, as they have been rowing all season. In the first heat of the trials, the varsity will be pitted against Yale, Princeton, Cornell and Columbia.

The J.V.s are entered in a rough heat in their trial race with opposition including Yale, Harvard, and Cornell. The J.V.s are seeded second behind Yale tomorrow, as they have been rowing all season. In the first heat of the trials, the varsity will be pitted against Yale, Princeton, Cornell and Columbia.

Chuck Jackson's frosh are Tech's crew to watch. Boston only by Harvard so far this season, the frosh coxswain called down the runners (Peab, B.U., Navy, Columbia, and Princeton) of the opposing crews at Syracuse and figure to be better than the remaining four crews which include Rutgers, Syracuse, Yale and Cornell. The Beaver Cubs will row against Penn, B.U., Navy, and Syracuse in their trial heat.

Tech lightweight crews will journey to Princeton for the 150 lb. Regatta of the E.A.R.C. which is also to be held tomorrow. Seven schools will enter the lightweight competition which is the biggest lightweight crew regatta of the season in the East.

Tech Sailing Team Snares Fifth Place

Tech's sailors snared a 96-point first place finish at the New England Championship meet last Saturday, Yale took top honors with an unusually large margin of 144 points to second place Brown's 107.

The Bears' success was accomplished by Harvard and the Coast Guard host, who also shared honors for Tech and Howard Pawczak who took second place in the number two division. In a preview of the championship regatta, Tech was defeated by Brown and Yale in the Sherry Trophy Meet on April 24. The Bears' record this year is slightly better than the 88 points to Yale's 81.

"If safety records were news..."

If safety were spectacular, it would be front-page news that Bill Jones and other telephone men drive 50,000 vehicles more than a million miles a day—with one of the nation's lowest accident rates. Today, for example, Bill will drive a lot of miles. He'll guide his familiar green telephone truck through the heavy traffic of shopping centers. He'll go along quiet streets where children play, he'll travel over mountains, he'll travel between the cities. And every mile, every turn will always be driven steadily and carefully.

You see, Bill and the telephone company consider good driving as much a part of his job as installing a telephone. The truck which Bill drives is checked and serviced regularly, so it's always safety-perfect. And Bill gets a lot of training in safety regularly, so it's always safety-perfect. And Bill gets a lot of training in safety.

Distinctive decor . . . friendly informality, yet dignified atmosphere. men women . . . formal table service . . . wide variety on menu . . . excellent bar.

Open Daily Till 9:00 P.M.
Favorite spot for radio, newspaper, theatre, sports, and Tech crowds.

"In the alley off Avery Street"

Directly behind the Actor Theatre

Our Spring Special:
(1) Change Motor oil.
(2) Drain and refill Transmission.
(3) Inspect and Lubricate Chassis.

$3.95

Phone: KL 7-3820-21